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Abstract

Background and Aims: Continuous routine care is necessary to prevent long‐term

complications of chronic diseases and improve patients' health conditions. This

review study was conducted to determine the factors disrupting continuity of care

for patients with chronic diseases during the pandemic.

Methods: All original articles published on factors disrupting continuity of care for

patients with chronic disease during a pandemic between December 2019 and June

28, 2023, in PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, and ProQuest databases were

searched. Selection of articles, data extraction, and qualitative evaluation of articles

(through STROBE and COREQ checklist) were done by two researchers separately.

Data graphing form was used to extract the data of each study and then the data

were classified by thematic analysis method.

Results: Out of 1708 articles reviewed from the databases, 22 were included. The

factors disrupting the continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases during the

epidemics were classified into two main categories: patient‐side factors and health

system‐side factors. Patient‐side factors including psychological, individual and

social, disease‐related, and health system‐side factors including provider access,

health system institutional, and infrastructural and financial problems were among

the subcategories disrupting the continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases

during the pandemic. Based on the studies, psychological factors and access to the

provider were among the most frequent factors affecting the continuity of care for

patients with chronic diseases in the pandemic.

Conclusion: Considering the factors disrupting the continuity of care and applying

appropriate interventions based on them, can guarantee the continuity of providing

services to chronic patients in health crises.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since chronic diseases have a high prevalence and significant

complications, continuity of care is important. Better continuity of

care can cause mutual trust between patients and doctors, greater

consensus about the drugs, and the goal of treatment. In other words,

better continuous routine care cause better patient compliance with

doctor's recommendations, prescribed drugs,1,2 and favorable health

care outcomes or reduced health care use.1,3 On the other hand, a

lack of continuity of care in patients cause higher costs and low‐

quality of treatment.4,5

Covid‐19 pandemic affected the continuity of care for patients

with chronic disease. With the spread of the pandemic, in‐person

visits to clinics decreased. Also, telemedicine visits increased, but the

number of visits decreased.6 During the pandemic, laboratory tests

and face‐to‐face examinations decreased and negatively affected

clinical decision‐making.7,8 Also, the number of hospitalizations, visits

to the emergency department, and visits to inpatient clinics for

patients with chronic disease decreased.9 Reducing the number of

referrals in patients with chronic disease worsens the health

condition.10 Patients who missed more medical appointments were

more at risk of mortality.11

Studies showed during the pandemic, the continuing of care for

patients with chronic disease is disrupted. For example, a study in

Belgium showed primary care in patients with chronic diseases

suffered from disorders.12 During the pandemic, people with chronic

diseases experienced an unbalanced diet,13 decreased physical

activity, inability to see family and friends, anxiety, and psychological

distress.9 A study showed Covid‐19 harmed diabetic foot screen-

ing.14 Another study in the United Kingdom and the United States

found people's mental health had worsened compared to before the

pandemic.15 Patients with chronic diseases were psychologically

more affected by Covid‐19 than other diseases.16,17 This disorder has

serious long‐term consequences for the patient, society, and the

health system.

Due to the importance of continuity of care for patients with

chronic diseases in the time of Covid‐19, the present review study

was conducted to extract and categorize the factors disrupting

continuing of care for patients with chronic diseases during the

pandemic.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Eligibility criteria and search strategies

A systematic review was conducted according to PRISMA (Preferred

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses) guide-

lines.18 First, a specific question was designed based on the elements

of PICO (population, intervention, comparison, and outcomes) and

patients with chronic disease over 18 years of age (population),

continuity of care and related keywords listed in Table 1 (outcomes),

and covid‐19 (intervention). The comparison was not included in this

study due to the absence of a comparison group. Classification of

chronic diseases based on the Cochrane systematic review database

included asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes

mellitus, heart disease, hypertension, lipids, arthritis, and osteo-

porosis.19 The research question was raised as follows: What are the

factors disrupting the continuity of care for patients with chronic

diseases during the epidemic? Then, a systematic review of the

literature, including all studies related to “Continuity of care for

patients with chronic diseases during an epidemic” in different

TABLE 1 The search strategy of the research.

Search strategy

Databases: PubMed, Scopus, ISI Web of Science, ProQuest (2019–2023)

Limits: Language (resources in English) and date (published after December 29, 2019)

Date: up to June 28, 2023

Strategy: #1 AND #2 AND #3 in title and abstract

#1 P “Chronic disease” OR “chronic illness” OR “Chronic Condition*” OR “chronic care” OR
“noncommunicable diseases” OR “non‐communicable diseases” OR “non‐infectious diseases”
OR “noninfectious diseases” OR heart OR cardi* OR lipid* OR asthma OR “Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease*” OR “chronic obstructive lung disease” OR diabet* OR hypertension OR
“High Blood Pressure*” OR arthritis OR osteoporosis

#2 I outbreak* OR epidemic* OR pandemic* OR “2019‐nCoV Infection” OR covid‐19* OR “SARS CoV
2*” OR coronavirus* OR “Coronavirus Disease 2019” OR “Coronavirus Pandemic” OR
“COVID‐19 Pandemic*” OR “SARS CoV 2 Infection” OR “SARS‐CoV 2 Virus” OR “COVID 19
Epidemic” OR “2019 Novel Coronavirus Disease” OR “coronavirus disease 2019”

#3 O “Care Continuity” OR “Continuum of Care” OR “Care Continuum” OR “Continuity of Care” OR
“Treatment Continuity” OR “Continuity of Patient Care” OR “healthcare Continuity” OR “health
care Continuity” OR “health service Continuity” OR “continuity of essential health services” OR
“Care Management” OR “follow‐up care*” OR “routine care” OR “aftercare”
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countries was conducted. So, all relevant studies conducted from

December 29, 2019, to June 8, 2023, were retrieved through the

search strategy (Table 1). Therefore, keywords appropriate to the

purpose of the research and keywords used in related studies were

selected and searched in PubMed, Scopus, ISI Web of Science and

ProQuest databases. Also, keywords followed the orientation of

MeSH terms. Keywords and search string details in each database are

listed in the Appendix Table SA1. Endnote version X9 software was

used to manage resources.

2.2 | Inclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria in this study were articles with English

abstracts, and keywords related to continuity of care and chronic

disease.

2.3 | Exclusion criteria

Articles that dealt with reviews, letters to the editor, comments, and

the under‐18 population were excluded.

2.4 | Screening

After searching the databases, the titles of all the articles were

examined. Articles that were related to the research topic were

selected. Then the abstracts of the articles were examined. Then,

the full text of the articles was reviewed and evaluated by the

authors. Finally, the articles that were completely related to the

purpose of the research were included. Two researchers (MAB

and MGH‐J) performed all research and selected articles indepen-

dently. A third researcher (EKh) was used to reach an agreement

when necessary.

2.5 | Quality assessment of articles

STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational studies in

Epidemiology) 20 checklist was used for qualitative evaluation of

observational articles and COREQ (COnsolidated criteria for REport-

ing Qualitative research) 21 checklist was used for qualitative studies.

This step was done by two researchers separately and the articles

were qualitatively evaluated. In case of disagreement, the opinions of

the third researcher were used. The STROBE checklist includes 22

questions evaluating sampling methods, measuring variables, statisti-

cal analysis, adjustment of confounding factors, mentioning validity

and reliability of used tools, and research objectives. Also, the

COREQ checklist has 32 evaluation questions in the field of research

team and reflexivity, study design, and analysis and findings. Based

on the evaluations, 6 studies had an excellent quality score and 16

studies had a good score.

2.6 | Data collection

The data of each study was extracted using the data extraction form.

Based on this, the first author's name, title, year, place, type of study,

participants, and research results were recorded in the data

extraction form in Microsoft Word 2016 software (Appendix

Table SA2). The summary forms were completed for each article.

After evaluating all the articles by two authors, the evaluations were

placed in the table. If there was a disagreement about the evaluation,

the opinions of the third author were used.

2.7 | Data analysis

Finally, the data obtained from the previous stage were classified

using the thematic analysis method. Hence, the data collected in the

previous stage were open‐coded based on the research question.

After rereading the codes as well as finalizing and reducing them, the

process of categorizing and aggregating the codes continued until

obtaining sub‐components and main components that determined

factors disrupting the continuity of care for patients with chronic

disease during a pandemic. The results were then entered in Table 2.

3 | RESULTS

In this study, 1708 articles related to the purpose of the study were

retrieved in databases. After removing duplicates, 719 articles were

rejected in terms of titles, 132 articles in terms of abstracts, and 56

articles in terms of full text articles that did not meet the inclusion

criteria. Finally, 22 articles were included in the study (Figure 1).

The findings from the descriptive analysis of 22 studies showed

that seven studies (31.82%) by researchers in Asia, seven (31.82%) by

Europe, four (18.18%) by Africa, three (13.64%) by America and one

study was done by Australian authors (4.55%). Also, 16 cases

(72.73%) of the studies were related to developed countries and six

cases (27.27%) were related to developing countries.

Based on the thematic analysis of the findings, the researchers

classified the factors disrupting the continuity of care for chronic

patients during the epidemic into two main categories: patient‐side

factors and health system‐side factors (Table 2). Three subcategories

pertain to patient‐side factors and four subcategories to health

system‐side factors.

3.1 | Patient‐side factors

In this category, the most important factor disrupting the continuity

of care for patients with chronic diseases during the epidemic was

the psychological factor. There were three subcategories of patient‐

side factors, which included psychological factors (negative emotions,

medical and family support), individual and social factors (age,

comorbidity, insufficient knowledge), and disease‐related factors
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(severity of chronic disease, duration of the disease, family history of

the disease).

Additionally, 15 studies pointed to patient factors disrupting the

continuity of care for chronic patients during the epidemic. In this

category, 11 studies mentioned psychological factors (73.33%), eight

studies referred to individual and social factors (53.33%), and five

studies discussed disease‐related factors (33.33%).

3.2 | Health system‐side factors

In the health system side‐factor, studies have focused on the

subcategories of provider access problems (reducing access to

medical and paraclinical care), health system Institutional prob-

lems (lack of supply, lack of non‐communicable disease manage-

ment guidelines, changing the type of care, infodemics and the

lack of reliable health information), infrastructural problems

(disruption of public transportation, physical distancing) and

financial problems (decrease in income) as factors disrupting the

continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases in the period

of Covid‐19. The sub‐subcategories of reducing access to medical

and para‐clinical care were the most frequent factors in disrupting

the continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases in this

category. Also, 18 articles were related to health system factors.

In this category, 12 studies pointed to provider access (67%), five

studies to infrastructural (28%), five studies to health system

institutional (28%), and two studies to financial prob-

lems (11.11%).

Table 2 shows additional information with subcomponents on

factors disrupting continuity of care for patients with chronic disease

during the pandemic.

4 | DISCUSSION

Due to the special conditions of patients with chronic diseases,

continuity of care is important for them. With the outbreak of Covid‐

19, the continuity of care in patients with chronic disease was

disturbed. Therefore, the present systematic review aimed to

investigate the factors disrupting the continuity of care for patients

with chronic diseases during the pandemic.

The results showed that in the main category of patient‐side

factors, negative emotions, age, the severity of chronic disease, the

duration of the disease, and in the main category of health system‐

side factors, reducing access to medical and para‐clinical care, Lack of

supply, disruption of public transportation, and decrease in income

were the most frequent subcategories that disrupted the continuity

of care for patients with chronic diseases during the epidemic.

4.1 | Patient‐side factors

Negative emotions in psychological factors were among the impor-

tant issues disrupting the continuity of care for patient with chronic

disease. According to the studies of Hiko et al.,22 Moges et al.,23 and

Bellini et al.,36 fear, dissatisfaction, stigma, and anxiety were among

TABLE 2 Factors disrupting the continuity of care among chronic patients in pandemic.

Main categories Subcategories Sub‐sub categories References

Patient‐side factors Individual and social factors Age [22–25]

Comorbidity [10, 22]

Insufficient knowledge [26–28]

Disease‐related factors Severity of chronic disease [23, 29]

The duration of the disease [24, 30]

Family history of the disease [25]

psychological factors Negative emotions [22, 23, 26, 28–35]

Medical and family support [26, 29, 35]

Health system‐side
factors

Provider access Problems Reducing access to medical and para clinical care [10, 27–31, 35–40]

Infrastructural problems Disruption of public transportation [22, 23, 30, 31]

Physical distancing [22, 31, 39]

health system Institutional
problems

Lack of non‐communicable disease management guidelines [41]

Changing the type of care [41]

Infodemics and the lack of reliable health information [41]

Lack of supply [10, 26, 27, 31]

Financial problems Decrease in income [25, 42]
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the factors that had a negative impact on the management of

patients with chronic disease during Covid‐19.26 A study showed

quarantine caused depression and anxiety in the elderly.43 Longer

quarantines affect people's mental health.44 Additionally, mental

distress had a negative effect on medication adherence and chronic

disease self‐management.45 Self‐stigma also affected the manage-

ment of type 2 patients with diabetes.46 Since patients with chronic

diseases are vulnerable, it is possible to improve the health literacy of

patients. Through mass media and providing the necessary training by

health centers, specialized clinics, and doctors' offices to manage

chronic disease, continuous treatment should be adopted.

Age was another cause of disruption in the continuity of care in

individual and social factors. Old age decreased continuity of care

among patients with chronic disease.22–25,36 A study showed the

elderly missed a follow‐up appointment with a doctor.23 Certain

conditions such as illness forced the elderly not to go to the hospital

during Covid‐19.47 Elderly patients have weaker follow‐up conditions

due to their greater fear and severity of the disease. Therefore,

special attention should be paid to the treatment of elderly patients

during the crisis. The severity of chronic disease and the duration of

disease were two most frequent components in the factors related to

the disease. According to some studies, the severity of the disease

had impact on reducing the continuity of care for patients.23,29 A

study showed patients with more severe chronic diseases were three

times more exposed to losing follow‐up care.23 A study showed that

during the pandemic period, patients who had a strong need to follow

up on their chronic disease, postponed their follow up.48 Decreased

referrals, access, and hospitalizations in the setting of COVID‐19

resulted in inadequate ongoing care for chronic conditions among

patients in need.9,12 Also, another study showed that quarantine

conditions may have a negative effect on critically ill patients who

require regular treatment and follow‐up.49 In other words, some

patients delayed going to health care providers and continuing

treatment due to concerns about services or fear of covid‐19.50

F IGURE 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram for the systematic review.
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According to a study, patients with a duration of diabetes more than

5 years had more follow‐up,24 but according to a study by Ayele

et al.,30 patients with a history of more than 5 years were 36% more

likely to lose care. It seems that individual and social differences are

factors in the dispersion of the results.

4.2 | Health system‐side factors

According to the studies of Bellini et al.,36 Ismail et al.,10 and Gummidi

et al.,27 access to medical and paraclinical care for patients with

chronic disease decreased during Covid‐19. The study of Danhieux

et al.12 and Kendzerska et al.9 showed Covid‐19 reduced patients'

access to hospitals. This decreased the continuity of care among

patients with chronic disease.9,12 Access to patients with chronic

disease services decreased due to the COVID‐19 quarantine and

public health orders.12,51,52 Due to the rapid spread of this disease

and the unpreparedness of the country's health system access to care

was disrupted. Therefore, in these crises, improving access such as

redesigning the care system (developing telemedicine and home

care), investing, and strengthening primary care can be a solution.

The lack of supply in health system institutional problems was

one of the other factors disrupting the continuity of care mentioned

in the studies. Pitayarangsarit et al.31 showed that showed lack of

healthcare personnel was among the problems of patients with

noncommunicable diseases during Covid‐19. The study by Shi et al.26

showed during quarantine due to the lack of necessary facilities for

self‐management of blood sugar, diabetic diet, and blood sugar

monitoring patients faced problems. Heart and blood pressure drugs

were in shortage during Covid‐19 since they were produced in China

and India.53 Another study showed antidiabetic drugs, antihyperten-

sive drugs, HIV drugs, and malaria drugs (HCQ) were in short supply

during the Covid‐19 pandemic. There was a lack of drug supply, drug

distribution, and drug delivery during this period. The lack of human

resources caused an increase in the workload of employees.54 In an

interview conducted with pharmacists in 16 European countries, they

showed local pharmacies faced a shortage of human resources.55 In

rural areas, lack of manpower in pharmacies caused a decrease in

drug consultations for patients with chronic disease.56 Also, the

quarantine measures created problems for the sale of medicinal

items.57 Crises like Covid‐19 can cause changes in the health system

of countries. Therefore, the lack of resources can be reduced by

monitoring pharmaceutical companies and drug‐importing institu-

tions as well as giving financial and spiritual incentives to health

workers in critical situations.

The most important component in infrastructural problems was

the subcomponent of disrupting public transportation. Studies

showed that public transportation problems were one of the health

risk factors for patients with chronic disease in the pandemic.23,30

Also, another study showed the probability of receiving care was

lower in patients who faced transportation problems.22 In other

words, limited transportation during public health crises is a major

barrier to the continuity of care for patients.31 Providing suitable

conditions for treatment follow‐up by patients with chronic disease,

such as telemedicine and home care, can reduce transportation

problems. Also, interdepartmental cooperation and the creation of

participation of municipalities in public transportation systems can be

helpful.

The decrease in income was one of the other sub‐components in

the component of economic factors studies discussed. A study

showed during the pandemic, the decrease in income in patients with

diabetes caused a decrease in regular follow‐up in treatment.25 The

outbreak of Covid‐19 was associated with the destruction of

businesses and the reduction of people's income. This issue is

important for patients with chronic diseases whose treatment costs

are high. Therefore, it is necessary to define financial support for

these groups through the government, charities, and non-

governmental organizations in health crises.

4.3 | Strengths and limitation

This study extensively reviewed the articles related to the disruption

in the continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases in the

world from the outbreak of covid to June 28, 2023. According to the

knowledge of the researchers, this article is the first systematic study

about the factors disrupting the continuity of care for patients with

chronic diseases during the pandemic. In this study, the factors

disrupting the continuity of care in eight chronic diseases have been

investigated. Also, as much as possible, it has been tried to report a

comprehensive classification of factors that lead to disruption in the

continuity of care for patients with chronic disease.

One of the limitations of this study is the search databases which

were limited to peer‐reviewed literature and excluding non‐English

publications. Consequently, factors disrupting the continuity of care

for patients with chronic diseases, discussed in languages other than

English sources, may have been overlooked.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study tried to identify all the factors affecting the continuity of

care for patients with chronic disease during the pandemic. In

general, the results showed that psychological factors, individual and

social factors, disease‐related factors, provider access, health system

institutional, infrastructural, and financial problems disrupt the

continuity of care for patients with chronic diseases during the

pandemic. Psychological factors (negative emotions such as fear,

dissatisfaction, stigma, anxiety, worry, and disappointment) and

access to providers (reducing access to medical and paraclinical care)

were among the most effective subgroups disrupting the continuity

of care for patients with chronic disease in the pandemic. It seems

that due to the importance of health crises, and the impact they have

on the health system, and the daily life of the patients it is necessary

for governments and health policymakers to design guidelines and

detailed plans for similar crises.
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5.1 | Implications for practice

To reduce the disruption of the continuity of care for patients with

chronic disease during pandemics, we can follow these steps:

• Provide conditions for easy access to telemedicine for patients

with chronic diseases

• Give necessary information to patients to reduce anxiety and

continue care

• Carry out necessary planning by the health system of countries to

reduce drug resources and hoard by profit‐seeking people

• Give material incentives and spiritual to the health personnel to

prevent them from withdrawing

• Regular follow‐up of patients by doctors and treatment clinics

• Government support for low‐income and vulnerable groups such

as patients with chronic disease who have high treatment costs

• More use of experienced managers in the field of health and

treatment to form health working groups in crisis situations
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